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KEEPING FIT: CLASS PROJECT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
v.1 

 
 

KEEPING FIT 

 
                             
English project designed by Núria Rodríguez  (nrodrig7@xtec.cat), Blanca Puigferrer  (mpuigfer@xtec.cat) 
and Francisco Ruiz ( fruiz12@xtec.cat) • February-May 2017  

 
V.1 

Project/sequence GUIDELINE 
1. Preface 

2. The project/sequence 

2.1. The context 

2.2. Objectives, competences, contents and assessment criteria 

2.3. Activities 
2.4. Evaluation 

2.5. Class management and methodology 

3. Final thought 

 
 
 

Project/sequence GUIDELINE  
         

1. Preface                                  
This project deals with the topic “Healthy Food versus Junk Food”.  Students practice 

vocabulary of food, watch videos and listen to podcasts, answer a survey and discuss 

about healthy/junk food, read articles about the topic, create a weekly diet plan, discuss 

about healthy habits and make suggestions and advice about healthy food and lifestyle. 

The final task consists of an oral presentation on a previously created, healthy 7-day 

meal plan. 
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2. The project/sequence     

     2.1. The context  

This project is aimed at an “Anglès 2” group of adult students in a CFA, but it can be also 

presented in GES 2, according to the level. Since the grammar is fairly advanced, we set 

the project in the last term of that course. Ideally, there would be around 20 students in the 

group and this project would take 4 lessons.  

The project focuses on keeping fit through eating healthy food. This will be covered from a 

variety of topics and activities (healthy vs. junk food, amount of calories on each kind of food 

and serving sizes, general suggestions, discussions, creation of a weekly diary of their 

diet…).   

The final task leads to creating a 7-day meal plan to keep fit and to present it to the rest of 

the class explaining and justifying its content using an ICT tool. Collaborative work among 

the students is important as well. The oral presentation is 50% of the final assessment. 

 

. 
 

          2.2. Objectives, competences, contents and assessme nt criteria         
 

a. Objectives:  Students WILL BE able to: 

1. Give opinions, suggestions and advice about healthy food and junk food. 

2. Develop student’s awareness about healthy habits and food diversity. 

3. Work cooperatively and be aware of the advantages of working cooperatively 

4. Increase the critical and creative capacity 

5. Develop  interest in doing research about the topic. 
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b. Competences tackled in the project                         

 

- Communicative competence:  

Students develop linguistic competence. They watch, read, write,  hear and understand 

information about food and healthy habits. They develop the ability to express 

themselves, using  grammar skills on giving advice, suggestion or prohibition,  as well 

as speaking skills on agreement and discussion. 

- Cultural competence:  

Students identify their cultural habits of food in their community  and compare with 

other traditional  food habits in the world. 

- Digital competence:  

Use of podcast, video, etc. and  create a diary and oral exposition using digital 

audiovisual information as well as other textual, iconic, graphical  and processing 

information. 

- Mathematical competence  

Understand information  and ability to use numbers, percentages and other numerical 

information related to food and healthy habits in daily life. 

- Self Learning competence  

Develop skills to foster own learning and life-long learning in order to increase 

motivation about their goals and needs. Develop critical thinking. 

- Autonomy and personal initiative.  

Acquisition of  initiatives and awareness values of responsibility, self- esteem, creativity, 

self- criticism, emotional control, etc., as well as ability to develop initiative in planning, 

organizing and managing the project. 

- Collaborative competence  

Ability to work and participate in a group, respecting the opinion of the others, 

solving problems, making suggestions, giving support, sharing work.   
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 c. Contents of the curriculum:  

      
           Competència pragmàtica                 Competència                                                                      Competència lingüística  
                                                                        discursiva  

Funcions i aspectes 
sociolingüístics 

Organització del 
discurs i tipus de text 

Lèxic i aspectes 
semàntics 

Morfosintaxi Ortografia i 
aspectes 
gràfics 

Fonètica i 
fonologia 

 
Parlar d’hàbits 
alimentaris i tipus de 
menjar i aliments. 
 

Seqüenciació 
temporal dels hàbits 
setmanals 
descrits en present 
 
Expressar 
recomanacions 
sobre el menjar i els 
seus hàbits 
alimentaris. 

Verbs per 
descriure i 
indicar activitats 
diàries 
relacionades 
amb estil de vida 
i menjars. 
 
Vocabulari 
d`’àpats i salut. 
 
Expressions 
temporals per a 
hàbits i àpats 
 
Vocabulary 
d’anglès 
americà i anglès 
britànic. 
 

Descriure quantitats 
Els plurals, 
invariables 
 
Quantitatius, noms 
comptables i 
incomptables (how 
much, many, few, 
little, a lot of, etc). 
 
Present Simple 
 
Conjuncions de 
coordinació i 
subordinació, 
connectors de 
correlació i textuals 
per a expressar raó, 
argumentació, 
conseqüència, causa 
i finalitat 
 
 Verbs Modals, per a 
recomanació, 
sugerència i 
prohibició. 
 

Contraccions 
 
L’ús de lletres 
majúscules 
(dies de la 
setmana, etc) 

Pronunciació de 
la s final de la 3a 
persona del 
present i dels 
plurals: 
/s/,/z/,/ɪz/. 
 
 
 
Accentuació i 
entonació en 
preguntes i 
respostes. 
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d. Assessment criteria (Descriptors d’avaluació de la dimensió comunicativa)    
 

The final task is the oral presentation and debate among the students about healthy food and junk 

food and suggestions about the best diet, which accounts for 50 % of the assessment.  20 % 

assessment is related to the collaborative and research work done by each group of students and, 

finally 30 % of the assessment is the written report of a 7-day meal plan using IT. 

  

These are the assessment criteria tackled in the project (in Catalan): 

 

 

Comunicació oral Comprensió lectora Expressió escrita 

1.  Comprèn i utilitza 
vocabulari i expressions 
bàsiques relacionades amb 
menjars, hàbits alimentaris 
diaris i la salut. 
2.  Pregunta i respon 
preguntes sobre els hàbits 
alimentaris i la salut amb 
expressions elementals, si 
cal, amb l’ajuda de 
l’interlocutor. 
3.  Utilitza indicadors espaials,  
temporals, qualitatius i 
quantitatius d’ús freqüent en 
el discurs oral. 
4.  Identifica la informació 
essencial, el tema, els 
interlocutors i la situació 
espai-temps d’un missatge o 
text oral breu en contextos 
propers: al hàbit alimentari i la 
salut 
5.  Utilitza fórmules 
lingüístiques bàsiques per 
acceptar, rebutjar, opinar, 
recomanar sobre hàbits 
alimentaris i salut 

1.  Entén missatges  
escrits bàsics sobre 
salut i menjars. 
2.  Reconeix i 
comprèn paraules i 
expressions 
bàsiques i frases 
simples relacionades 
amb característiques 
necessitats bàsiques: 
noms de menjars, 
calories,, salut,... 
3.  Identifica la 
informació bàsica de 
missatges escrits 
verbals i/o icònics 
útils per resoldre 
necessitats 
immediates o 
situacions de la vida 
quotidiana 
relacionats amb salut 
i menjars 
4.  Segueix 
instruccions, 
recomanacions i 
suggeriments  

1.     Utilitza lèxic bàsic 
relacionat amb un  mateix, 
l’entorn immediat i 
necessitats bàsiques sobre 
salut i menjars. 
2.     Escriu frases simples i 
ordenades relacionades amb 
suggeriments, 
recomanacions, etc., en un 
ambient de salut i menjar 
3.   Descriu el que és 
recomanable i no per la salut 
de forma breu i senzilla. 
4.   Genera i ordena frases i 
les idees del text amb l’ajuda 
del diccionari. 
5. És capaç de crear una 
dieta setmanal saludable 
6. És capaç de respondre a 
una enquesta sobre salut i 
menjar. 
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6.  Participa en situacions 
comunicatives habituals 
simulades  sobre hàbits 
alimentaris  si cal, utilitzant 
estratègies verbals, no 
verbals i elements 
paralingüístics. 
7.  Comprèn i produeix frases 
amb estructures lingüístiques i 
gramaticals simples i 
bàsiques i enllaçades amb 
connectors simples per 
resoldre situacions 
quotidianes, freqüents: sobre 
alimentació i salut 
8.  Participa en transaccions 
senzilles en contextos 
habituals: locals de menjar. 
  

 

escrits, breus i 
senzills: com fer i 
seguir una dieta, 
seleccionar el menjar 
adient, etc. 

 

 
 
2.3. Activities                                 

 
 

Session  Activity  Dynamics and 
procedure  

Timing,  
grouping 
and 
materials  

Vocabulary and 
structures  

Session 1: 
Introduction 

1. BRAINSTORMING / 
WARM UP 

The students discuss 
orally their own lifestyles 
and diet. 

10 minutes 
Whole group 
No materials 
needed. 

Present simple and 
frequency adverbs: “I 
usually eat cereal for 
breakfast”, “I always 
drink two cups of coffee 
during the day”. 

Session 1: 
Introduction 

2. TYPES OF FOOD 
AND HEALTHY DIETS  

The students talk about 
different kinds of food 
and about how to eat in 
a healthy way (general 
rules that are commonly 
shared) 

20 minutes 
Whole group 
Materials 
with useful 
vocabulary 
and 
structures. 
(see material 

Making suggestions and 
giving advice (“you 
should drink 2 litres of 
water a day”, “experts 
advise to avoid 
processed foods”) 
Types of food: meat, 
fish/seafood, dairy 
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section) products, cereals, fruit, 
vegetables, drinks… 
American / British 
vocabulary (ex. cookie-
biscuit) 

Session 
1:Introduction 

3. VIDEO: THIS IS 
WHAT 200 CALORIES 
LOOK LIKE  
 

The students watch the 
video and comment its 
content in groups. The 
teacher presents some 
questions that promote 
critical thinking. Finally, 
the class shares their 
opinions. 

10 minutes 
Small groups 
(3students) 
YouTube 
video + 
Student 
questionnaire 
+ 
teacher’s 
questionnaire 

Giving opinions 
Structures related to 
questions 

Session 1: 
Introduction 

4. EXPLANATION OF 
THE PROJECT AND 
TASKS TO DO AT 
HOME 

The teacher explains the 
rest of the unit to the 
students (weekly diary, 
final task) and asks the 
students to keep a log of 
what they eat throughout 
the week (which will be 
completed in class). The 
students are given a 
template of a possible 
diary.   

10 minutes 
Whole class 
Template  

Vocabulary present in 
the template (breakfast, 
lunch, dinner, snack, 
alcohol units, pieces of 
fruit…) 

Session 2: Our 
diets 

5. WEEKLY DIARY OF 
OUR DIETS 

The students complete 
the template that they 
were given at the end of 
the previous session and 
comment it with their 
group (the same as in 
the video activity) 

25 minutes 
Individually 
and in small 
groups 
Template 
 

Vocabulary present in 
the template (breakfast, 
lunch, dinner, snack, 
alcohol units, pieces of 
fruit…) 
Present perfect simple 
and past simple: “I have 
eaten rice three times 
this week”, “yesterday I 
drank a glass of milk”. 
Food vocabulary. 
 
Describing quantity and 
numbers of things Count 
and noncount nouns 
with quantifiers (how 
much, many, few, little, a 
lot of, etc. 

Session 2: Our 6. SURVEY The students answer a 25 minutes Vocabulary present in 
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diets survey about their diets 
and their eating habits 
and make a list of what 
they are already doing 
well and which healthy 
habits they should adopt 

Small groups 
Survey 

the survey about food 
and healthy 
  
… 
 

Session 3: Diet 
plan 

7. CREATING A 
HEALTHY WEEKLY 
DIET PLAN  

This will be the final 
product. Each group 
creates their perfect 
weekly diet taking into 
account what they’ve 
learnt in the previous 
sessions. It should be 
detailed and they are 
expected to use new 
technologies and present 
it in a visual way of their 
choice (popplet, prezi, 
powerpoint, video, 
animation…). They 
should also justify their 
choices. 

50 minutes 
Small groups 
Computers 

Describing quantity and 
numbers of things Count 
and noncount nouns 
with quantifiers (some, 
any, how much, many, 
few, little, a lot of, etc. 
 
Use of temporal linkers 
 
Use of vocabulary of 
time. 
 
 

Session 4: 
Presentations 
and final 
thoughts 

8. PRESENTATIONS Each group presents 
their final product to the 
rest of the class. The 
presentations should be 
no longer than 5 minutes 
and should explain and 
justify their plan. As 
previously mentioned, 
they can choose any 
method they want, but 
they are expected to 
make it as 
visual/innovative as 
possible (use of IT tools). 
Each group has to 
organise and divide the 
presentation  among the 
members to present it to 
the peers. 
 

35 minutes 
Small groups 
Projector and 
computers 

Vocabulary present in 
the survey about food 
and healthy. 
 
Use of Comparative 
adjectives about 
healthier types of food. 

Session 4: 
Presentations 
and final 
thoughts 

9. FINAL DISCUSSION  The teacher promotes a 
final discussion about 
the project: what the 
students have learnt in 

15 minutes 
Whole class 
No materials 
needed 

Linkers for giving 
reasons 
Modals about advisory 
and recommendation, 
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relation to English, what 
they have learnt in 
relation to healthy diets, 
likelihood of adopting a 
healthier lifestyle... 

and prohibited too 
Word order modifiers. 

 

TIMING :                    

                                                                                                       

The project will be divided in 4 sessions of 50 minutes: 

 

- The first session will serve as an introduction to the project and will give the students 

the vocabulary and structures they may need later on (activities 1, 2, 3 and 4). 

- The second session will be focused on their current diets and the need for change in 

some aspects (if applies) (activity 5 and 6). 

- The third session will give the students time to prepare their project (activity 7). They 

will have a certain degree of freedom to choose the method they prefer. The teacher will 

guide them as needed. 

- On the last session, the students will present their work (activity 8), as well as review 

and share their opinion about the unit (activity 9). 
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      RESOURCES:                                                                                   

 

Videos about healthy / junk food:  

● “This Is What 200 Calories Look Like: Junk vs. Healthy Food” 
 

● Other videos related to the topic: 
○ “Nutrition 8: Tips for Eating Healthy on a Budget” 
○ “Healthy Eating Plan” 

              
Worksheets and photocopies about food, daily diet, survey, etc.  

 
●  PHOTOCOPY OF QUESTIONNAIRE about the video “Healthy Food vs Junk food” 
 
● PHOTOCOPY OF SURVEY: The Healthy Food Questionnaire “You are what you eat”. 

 
● TEMPLATE OF THE MEAL JOURNAL:  Template for your weekly diet diary. 
      
● PROPOSED READINGS 

“To eat or not to eat?”,  KAY, Sue; JONES, Vaughan and KERR Philip Inside Out, Pre- 
Intermediate (Workbook with key),  Macmillan Publishers, first published in 2002 ISBN 1-
405-02908-0. (p. 65) 
“How not to die before you get old”, KAY, Sue; JONES, Vaughan and KERR Philip (2002), 
Inside Out, Pre- Intermediate (Student’s Book) , Macmillan Publishers, first published in 
2002  ISBN 0-333-92385-5. (p. 94) 
Article “The 10-a-day diet tested” 

 
● OTHER MATERIALS  

- Books :  

REDMAN, Stuart (2003), English Vocabulary in Use, Pre-intermediate & 
intermediate, Cambridge University Press, pp.128-130.  ISBN: 978-0-521-61465-8 

GAIRNS, Ruth & REDMAN, Stuart (2008), Oxford Word Skills. Basic, Oxford 
University Press, pp.65-76. ISBN: 978 0 19 4620000 

 
    - Web pages: Pinterest  

https://sk.pinterest.com/pin/195765915031767962  

https://es.pinterest.com/pin/115264071691388106  
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-  Web pages with vocabulary:  

http://www.vocabulary.cl/english/fruit.htm  

http://www.vocabulary.cl/english/vegetables.htm  

 
 

●  EXTRA RESOURCES 

 
        As extra resources a podcast (Vocaroo) & Video ( Animoto) 

Podcast about healthy food (Vocaroo):  The 8 healthiest foods in the world 

 
Video about healthy food (Animoto).  

 
Suggestions of questions to promote discussion after watching t he video “This is what 
200 calories look like”.  

 
Prezi presentation  of the unit to show students  
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 2.4. Evaluation                 
 
Students will be evaluated during the whole process of the project:   

 
PROCESS: The teacher will pay attention to the way in which the groups are working. This 

includes completion of the activities, participation in class, collaboration with their classmates 

and collecting materials, discussing, suggesting, creation of own materials, productivity, 

Catalan/English spoken… This will be reflected in the 20% of the global mark, which takes into 

account collaborative work.  To make evaluating this aspect easier, the teacher will have the 

Collaborative Work Skills Rubric, which will also be given to the students at the start of the 

project. 

 

PRODUCTS: The students will have to complete all the activities in order to pass the project.  

This aspect will be evaluated together with the previous one. 

 

FINAL PRODUCT:  The students will be given a rubric that will help them understand how they 

are going to be evaluated for their final project and presentation so they know what is expected 

of them beforehand. They will self-evaluate the written part of the final product using this  

Written Plan Checklist, and the teacher will evaluate their presentation using the Oral 

Presentation Rubric. 

 

In short, the final mark of this project will be the sum of: 20% collaborative work and process + 

30% written part of the final product (weekly meal plan) + 50% oral part of the final product 

(oral presentation). 
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        2.5. Class management and methodology         
 
 

Taking into account the fact that there are multiple intelligences and that all students have 

skills, this project has a variety of activities that may appeal to different intelligences: video, 

use of IT, oral and written activities, etc. 

 

Also many of the activities and tasks tend to forward the competence of collaborative 

learning. As the different assessment tools (rubrics and checklist) point out, the teacher takes 

into account many aspects of the students’ attitude and behaviour towards the tasks 

(problem solving, respects towards other students, suggestions, effort…) as well as aspects 

of the final products, more related to the language itself both written and orally (vocabulary, 

understanding of the topic, pronunciation, punctuation, spelling…). 

 

All these points create an atmosphere of learning and motivation, so collaborative 

assessment is an important part of the evaluation of the project in order to understand the 

students’ implication in his/her process of learning, as well as the use of language in 

communication. The teacher takes into account motivation and participation in the tasks, 

promoting  enthusiasm and adaptation of the students to the tasks. This may prevent any 

possible disruption as the students know that their behaviour will also be part of the 

evaluation. 

Students  can work in groups of three in order to help themselves, also the space of the class 

is changed (tables together or around, in order to move  and increase collaborative work), 

teacher attends the expectations of the students. 

The teacher also makes corrections but, in general, he/she pays attention to the mistakes, 

students think about language rules and speaking, and they are aware of the process of 
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learning and communication. Moreover, the fact that some of the project is self-evaluated 

makes the students accountable for their own mark at least in some percentage. 

 

 
 

        3. Final thought                               
 
 

   
 

“Healthy Food versus Junk Food” is an interesting topic that generally motivates adult 

students. More or less everyone is concerned about living in a healthy way, eating the right 

food or losing some pounds, so this topic might appeal to our students. At the same time, the 

project is designed for them to develop communicative skills and learn collaboratively, which 

is what we aim for in our English lessons. This project fosters the communicative 

competences doing a lot of activities and also develops a critical sense about healthy food 

and, hopefully,  inspires our students to do some further research into the topic. 

 

         

 


